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Abstract

The technique for measuring two-dimensional (2-D) plumes of volcanic gases with ther-
mal emission spectroscopy was described in Part 1 by Stremme et al. (2012). In that
paper the instrumental aspects as well as retrieval strategies for obtaining the slant
column images of SO2 and SiF4, as well as animations of particular events observed5

at the Popocatépetl volcano, were presented. This work focuses on the procedures
for determining the propagation speed of the gases and estimating an emission flux
from the given image sequences. A 2-D column density distribution of a volcanic gas,
available as time-consecutive frames, provides information of a wind-field and the av-
erage velocity at which the volcanic plume is propagating. The presented reconstruc-10

tion method solves the equation of continuity as an ill-posed problem using mainly a
Tikhonov-like regularization. It is observed from the available data sets that if the main
direction of propagation is perpendicular to the line-of-sight, the algorithm works well
for SO2 which has the strongest signals, and also for SiF4 in some favourable cases.
Due to the similarity of the algorithm used here with the reconstruction methods used15

for profile retrievals based on optimal estimation theory, diagnostic tools like the aver-
aging kernels can be calculated analogously and the information can be quantified as
degrees of freedom. Thus, it is shown that the combination of wind-field and column
distribution of the gas plume can provide the emission flux of the volcano both during
day and night.20

1 Introduction

Measuring volcanic gas emissions is important for several reasons. Gas fluxes are
commonly monitored by governmental agencies and research institutions for disaster
prevention purposes, especially in the case of active volcanoes near cities and along
major flight routes. Also, a detailed and current knowledge of the emissions of volca-25

noes, both eruptive and passive degassing, is important as it is well known that SO2, for
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example, has an indirect impact on radiative forcing and is therefore needed in climate
model studies on regional and global scales (Halmer, 2002; Robock, 2000).

There is still, however, a scarce in the number of active volcanoes studied worldwide
and the frequency of measurements is strongly dependent on the method used and
the capacities and funding available by the responsible local institutions. Nowadays,5

much can be done using satellite remote sensing, but these measurements have usu-
ally large uncertainties and need continuous improvements in the quantification of gas
emissions preferably through validations with ground studies. The most monitored vol-
canic gas is SO2 due to its abundance and the fact that it can be readily measured
using common analytical methods like DOAS (Differential Optical Absorption Spec-10

troscopy) in the ultraviolet (UV) or FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy) in
the infrared (IR), both in absorption or thermal emission modes.

Each technique and measurement geometry needs a different treatment to derive
information about the emissions from the measured quantities. For example, a nadir
observation from space can obtain a snapshot of the horizontal distribution of SO215

columns and with the use of an inverse model the emission can be estimated (Kris-
tiansen et al., 2010). Near the ground, a traverse around the volcano using scattered
sunlight and the DOAS technique from various platforms gives a cross-section of the
volcanic plume as a result. This can be done for example by walking (McGonigle et al.,
2002), from an ultra-light aircraft (Grutter et al., 2008a) or a fixed instrument scanning20

the plume from below, as it is done by the NOVAC-project in a network of Multi-Axis
instruments (MAX-DOAS) set up in various volcanoes around the world (Galle et al.,
2010).

However, apart from the gas-column measurements, which reflects the plume cross-
section, also the wind velocity has to be known to calculate emission fluxes. Normally25

the information is taken from ground measurements, radiosondes or reanalized mete-
orological data products from models. Correlations between measurements from three
instruments on different locations (McGonigle, 2005), or measuring at different angles
(McGonigle et al., 2005) has been done to determine the velocity. Recently, Johansson
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et al. (2009b) developed a dual-beam device which allows the estimation of the wind
velocity with a single device.

Instrumentation for imaging gas-distributions in volcanic plumes is a current topic,
since it aims to provide information about the dynamics and fluxes as has been done
by means of UV cameras (Bluth et al., 2007; Kantzas et al., 2010). Most scanning5

and imaging devices use UV radiation, however, also spectrally resolved infrared radi-
ation has been used for characterizing the spatial distribution of industrial and volcanic
emissions (Harig et al., 2005; Grutter et al., 2008b; Gross et al., 2010; Stremme et al.,
2012).

In this contribution, it is shown how the propagation velocity of the gas plume can10

be determined from a sequence of two images and used to calculate an emission flux
around the volcano. Column measurements have been retrieved from thermal infrared
spectra taken with a FTIR-spectrometer at 4 cm−1 resolution. A scanning device al-
lowed for recording images of the slant column density of SO2 and in some favorable
cases also of SiF4, see Part 1 (Stremme et al., 2012). Figure 1 shows an example of15

two sequential images with SO2 columns in false colors from which the emission flux
have been calculated. A detailed description of the methodology used for the wind-
field retrieval is given in this contribution, as well as a diagnosis of the results and an
analysis of the errors involved.

2 Measurements and instrumentation20

The measurements were taken with a Scanning Infrared Gas Imaging System (SIGIS).
It is composed of a two dimensional scanning mirror coupled to a video camera. The
mirror sends the thermal radiation to a telescope and an FTIR spectrometer (OPAG
22, Bruker Daltonics, Leipzig, Germany). The instrument uses an MCT detector with
a stirling-cooler and covers a spectral range from 600–5000 cm−1. Its maximal spec-25

tral resolution of 0.5 cm−1 has been used for solar absorption measurements and for
thermal emission spectroscopy (Grutter et al., 2008a,b; Stremme et al., 2009, 2011).
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However, for imaging and the analysis considered here, the spectral resolution of
4 cm−1 is more convenient. The measurements where performed from the Altzomoni
Atmospheric Observatory, which is around 12 km North of Popocatépetl at an altitude
of 4000 m a.s.l. Slant columns of SO2 and SiF4 with an almost horizontal line-of-sight,
were retrieved from the IR spectra. For more details of the instrumentation, used algo-5

rithm and realization of measurements see Part 1 of this work (Stremme et al., 2012).

3 Methodology

3.1 Basic principle

The spatial distribution provided by the column density images together with their tem-
poral change allow for the velocity and direction of the propagating plume (v ) to be10

calculated. The approach how this information can be extracted mathematically is the
main topic of this work. The density distribution and its temporal evolution is described
by the equation of continuity. This applies not only for the number density (ρ) of SO2,
SiF4 or any detectable gas with volcanic origin, but also for the slant column densities
(cl :=

∫
LoS

ρ ·ds) measured by the instrument. The ds is the infinitesimal path along the15

line-of-sight (LoS) of the instrument to the top of the atmosphere, to a sight limiting
cloud or to the body of the volcano.

d
dt

ρ = −∇ · (v ·ρ)+
∂
∂t

ρ (1)∫
LoS

[
d
dt

ρ
]

ds =
∫

LoS

[
−∇ · (v ·ρ)+

∂
∂t

ρ
]

ds (2)

20

A two dimensional wind field (v ) might be reconstructed by solving the continuity equa-
tion for the column densities of a gas with volcanic origin using Eq. (3). The left term
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of the equation represents the change from one to the next false-color image of the
observed gas column density (cl) per time interval, like it is shown in Fig. 2a. v is the
2-D propagation vector and Q is the source term which describes the appearance of
new gas signals in the image, being equivalent to

∫
LoS

∂
∂tρ ·ds in Eq. (2).

dcl
dt

= −∇ · (v ·cl)+Q. (3)5

3.2 Forward model

Equation (4) represents a linear forward model where dcl is the measured quantity, V
is the solution vector and K the linear forward model.

dcl = K ·V. (4)

The left and right side of the equation, shown as Fig. 2a, b, represent the measured10

and simulated differences of the column densities between two consecutive images,
respectively. As the propagation during the time between two images (dt) might be
larger than the pixel size, the images can be smoothed before dcl

dt and ∇cl are calcu-
lated. With this not only neighbouring pixels are taken into account but the gradients
might be more adequate for the finite time interval between two measurements.15

The matrix K is rather sparse and given by the following expression:
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K = dt ·
(

Kx,Ky ,Ksrc
)

(5)

Kx =

−∂cl11
∂x 0 · · · 0

0
. . . . . .

...
...

. . . . . .
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

. . . . . .
...

...
. . . . . . 0

0 · · · 0 −∂clnm
∂x


︸ ︷︷ ︸

−gradxcl

−



cl11 0 · · · 0
. . .

0 cl12 · · · 0
. . .

...
. . . . . .

...
. . .

...
. . . . . .

...
. . .

0 · · · · · · cl1m
. . .

...
. . . . . . . . . . . .

0 · · · · · · 0 clnm


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:cldiag

1
dx



−1 1 0 · · · 0
. . .

−1
2 0 1

2 0
...

. . .

0
. . . . . . . . . 0

. . .
...

. . . −1
2 0 1

2
. . .

0 · · · 0 −1 1
. . .

...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:divmn
x

(6)

The two first expressions in Kx (−gradxcl and cldiag) are diagonal matrices, but the5

third represents the partial derivation of x on a m×n field. The pixels are quadratic
with a size of dx = dy .

The operator ˜div
nm
y contains n blocks and each block consists of a m×m matrix.

However, the operator for the y-component does not have the same shape, as the
neighbouring pixels of the same column are not neighbours in the vector, like it is the10

case for the rows. We define the auxiliary quantity ˜div
nm
y as similar to divmn

x , but it
contains now m block-matrices, each one has the dimension n×n. It would be the
“divx”-operator if the field was transformed by a unitary transformation, which mirrors
(transposes) the field on the diagonal and just represents an exchange of the x and
the y dimensions. This unitary transformation (T lk

kl ), a (n ·m)×(n ·m)-square matrix, just15

exchanges the i th (i = (l −1) ·n+k) element with the j th (j = (k −1) ·m+ l ) element of
the vectors. Each vector represents a (n×m)-field.
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Ky =
(
−gradycl

)
−
(
cldiag

)
·

(
T lk
kl

−1
· ˜div

nm
y · T lk

kl

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:divmn
y y-comp. of div. on m×n field

(7)

Ksrc =

1 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 1

 (8)

The Eq. (3) describes an underdetermined problem with only n×m equations,
corresponding to the differences in the columns of two sequential frames dcl =5

(dcl11, . . . ,dclmn) and the 3× larger solution of the atmospheric state vector V =
(vx11, . . . ,vxmn,vy11, . . . ,vymn,Q1, . . . ,Qmn); the wind components (vxij , v

y
ij ), Fig. 3, plus the

strength of q =m×n sources (Qi j ), Fig. 7b.

3.3 Inversion

As the solution vector has a larger dimension than the measurement vector, the prob-10

lem would be ill-posed even if there were no measurement errors. The ill-posed Eq. (4)
is solved using a mainly Tihkonov-type smoothing constraint (Tikhonov, 1963) with the
following penalty function (Eq. 9) to be minimized:

P F = (dcl −K ·V)TS−1
e (dcl −K ·V)︸ ︷︷ ︸

weighted least square fit

+ (V−Va)T R(λ,µ) (V−Va)︸ ︷︷ ︸
constraint, a priori info, model assumption

. (9)

V = Vret is the solution which minimizes the penalty function in the Eq. (9) and con-15

tains the retrieved wind propagation vectors and the source strength in all pixels. The
measurement noise or error matrix S−1

e should describe the precision or quality of the
column measurements of each pixel. In this work the matrix S−1

e is chosen to be di-
agonal and the information for the diagonal elements is taken from the spectral fit of
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the retrievals. The residual (dcl −K ·V) in Fig. 2c shows directly the impact of the cho-
sen weighting and it is rather small in the plume position. The weighting is realised
by the initialization of the S−1

e -matrix diagonal elements in Eq. (9) in an empirical “Ad
Hoc” manner as follows. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used as weighting and
is calculated between the measured spectra (from which all fitted interference gases,5

offset, slope and curvature have been substructed) and a reference spectrum. The
root-mean-square of the linear least-square fit is actually almost linear to (1 – the cor-
relation coefficient). The correlation coefficient as false color image is a possible output
of the used algorithm and therefore the basis for the weighting matrix. In a strict optimal-
estimation approach the weighting should be given by the random error in the column10

difference by a sequence of two images. To evaluate the impact of the matrix S−1
e on

the retrieval, it has to be compared with the regularisation matrix R, which is built by
the sum of different symmetric block-matrices and described in Sect. 3.3.1.

The regularisation matrix

Three strategies might solve a mathematically ill-posed problem: (i) Reduction of the15

resolution of the solution through a smoothing constraint (Tihkonov-type regularisa-
tion), (ii) adding a priori information (Bayesian approach) and (iii) parametrization of
the solution vector. The construction of the matrix R takes aspects of these three into
account and the borders between the strategies are rather blurred in an empirically
adjusted retrieval.20

The first order difference operator D1 (also called L1-operator in e.g. Steck, 2002; von
Clarmann and Grabowski, 2007) calculates the differences between neighbouring val-
ues. λ ·DT

1D1 constrains the solution towards a smoothed solution without constraining
the average values of the x-,y-components of the velocities and sources. The optimal
estimation strategy is realized partly and in an empirical manner by another term which25

constrains (with strength µ) each value of the solution vector towards an a priori value
of Va. This constraint affects the average wind velocity of all pixels, but it allows to in-
clude in a simple manner a priori information of independent measurements or even
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from the same data by applying a different strategy like a cross-correlation, Sect. 4.1.
In the algorithm used in this work only one a priori velocity (v x

a ,v y
a) valid for all pixels in

the image is chosen.
Information concerning the location of sources and sinks is also needed. In the so-

lution of Eq. (3) no limits of the area are taken into account, however, at the border5

of the considered area a SO2 plume is expected to enter or leave the observed area.
This should be reflected by the retrieved sources or sinks in exactly those pixels where
the plume meets the border. The constraint should ensure that such a solution is not
suppressed. Therefore, a term is added to free the border and all pixels which are con-
sidered as potential sources from a smoothness constraint and treat their regulation10

individually, Fig. 7a. The choice of location where potential sources are expected and
constraining differently as background might be considered a kind of parametrisation.

R = λ·DT
1D1+µ·1+Rsrc is constructed from three terms each consisting of three block-

matrices. Two blocks concerning the x and y components of the wind field (Vx,Vy ) and
the third the sources (Vsrc). However, as the measured column image (a 2-D distri-15

bution) is represented by a m×n-vector, the difference operator for each component
(Vx,Vy ,Vsrc) concerning the vertical smoothing (columns) Dcols

1 does not have a block-
shape if the enumeration of the pixel is so chosen that the operator concerning the
(rows) Drows

1 is of block-shape:
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Drow
1 =



1 −1 0 · · · · · · 0

0 1 −1
. . . . . .

...
...

. . . . . . . . . . . .
...

...
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0

0 · · · · · · . . . 1 −1
0 · · · · · · · · · 0 0



︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−cols

m; Drows
1 =


D

row0

1 0 0 0
0 D

row1

1 0 0
0 0 D

row2

1 0

· · · · · · · · ·
...

0 0 0 D
rown
1



︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−rows

n (10)

D̃col
1 =



1 −1 0 · · · · · · 0

0 1 −1
. . . . . .

...
...

. . . . . . . . . . . .
...

...
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0

0 · · · · · · . . . 1 −1
0 · · · · · · · · · 0 0



︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−rows

n; D̃cols
1 =



D̃
col0
1 0 0 0

0 D̃
col1
1 0 0

0 0 D̃
col2
1 0

· · · · · · · · ·
...

0 0 0 D̃
colm
1



︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−cols

m. (11)

The difference operators D̃cols
1 in Eq. (11) has a block-matrix shape, but is not described

in the same vector space in which Drows
1 is described. That is why the mapping of the5

2-D distribution (field of velocity components and sources) to a vector space for Drows
1

is done by taking the 1st-row first and then the 2nd row of the field ... but D̃cols
1 is

designed for a vector which contains the 1st-column first and then goes on with the
2nd-column of the field. It is therefore mapped in the same vector-space in which Drows

1

operates. This is realized by the unitary transformation T lk
kl already used earlier for the10

divergence-operator.
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Dcols
1 = (T lk

kl )−1D̃cols
1 T lk

kl (12)

D1 = Drows
1 +Dcols

1 (13)

R =

λx ·D1
TD1 0 0

0 λy ·D1
TD1 0

0 0 λsrc ·D1
TD1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

smoothing constraint

+

µx ·1 0 0
0 µy ·1 0
0 0 µsrc ·1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

constraint towards a priori

+

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 Rsrc

 .

︸ ︷︷ ︸
sources

(14)

The first term of R is a smoothing constraint which encourages the neighbouring wind5

velocity components and sources in V to have similar size and therefore the wind vec-
tors to point in the same direction. The strength of the constraint for the wind-field is
given by λx,λy , which are chosen to have the same strength. The strength of the field
of sources λsrc is independently chosen but has the same smoothing effect.

The second term constrains the solution towards the a priori. This constraint is first10

turned off (µx = µy = 0) for the wind velocity components, but it offers the possibility
to include other information about the wind velocities taken from a cross-correlation
(as in the example shown in this work), from the average of prior retrieved velocities or
also from independent measurements e.g. from radiosondes. The sources are normally
constrained towards zero.15

The third term of the constraint refers to the sources only. The matrix Rsrc is automat-
ically initialized using the information where sources or sinks are expected. The whole
frame is a potential source or sink as the SO2 plume can enter or leave the image.
The same argument applies for the body and crater of the volcano and opaque clouds.
Both can be identified from the recorded spectra as the observed intensity in the mid-20

infrared is much higher in these pixel. For these pixels the constraint in terms 1 and 2
will be eliminated and just a very small value is added to the diagonal to ensure that
the problem can be solved mathematically.
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4 Diagnostics and errors

Independently of how the wind velocities are calculated, three problems might arise if
conditions are not favourable, (a) the wind speed is too fast for the frame rate and size
of the recorded imagines, (b) there is a repetitive pattern with more similar maxima or
minima, so that the algorithm might not distinguish them and (c) there might not be5

sufficient structure in the images.
For case (a) the wind-speed range is limited and thus this criterion should be taken

into account when choosing the frame rate while measuring, as frames need to be
refreshed soon enough to capture the wind propagation features. However, if more
puffs are available in the images (case b) so that the propagation of the puffs are10

ambiguous, different approaches could be tried:
First, an adequate smoothing might eliminate smaller minima and maxima which

would allow the main structure to remain. If, however, a new puff appears near the
crater with a similar magnitude in its anomaly as the one already in the image, the
stronger smoothing might not work. In this cases a wind velocity might be obtained15

which would point in the wrong direction. Since such an event might appear just once
in a while most pair of images lead to a correct velocity, an iterative analysis of the time
series or Kalmann-filter might be used to eliminate results and improve the wind speed
retrieval in the time series.

In the case (c), which describes the situation where there might be no sufficient20

structure in the plume to retrieve a wind velocity field, there is still a chance to recon-
struct a mean velocity which includes the main direction and speed of propagation.
This result can be later checked or improved by a cross-correlation (Sect. 4.1) and how
much information about the wind velocity field is extracted in a retrieval is described in
Sect. 4.2.25
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4.1 Cross-correlation

The method presented in the previous sections is different as the approach using only
cross-correlations (Johansson et al., 2009b; McGonigle et al., 2005) to obtain a prop-
agation vector. However, it allows for the uses of cross-correlation as correction and
check of the retrieved wind speed. Following is the scheme used for the results shown5

in Fig. 4 which serves to improve the wind speed retrieval.
First, the time series of the wind-fields are retrieved using a pure smoothing con-

straint and the spatially average wind velocities are calculated (for the average the
wind is weighted by the SO2 column). Typically the direction is well retrieved but the
absolute wind speed might be off. After the direction is retrieved, the upper boundary10

of wind speed is constrained to a moderate value of 2 ms−1 and a new wind-field is
obtained (arrows like in Fig. 3)1.

The SO2 flow column density (j) is calculated by multiplying the wind-field with the
SO2 column densities in each pixel.

jformer
i j = clformer

i j · v i j j latter
i j = cl latter

i j · v i j . (15)15

Below is the same equation but in other coordinates, k is along the trajectory and s is
perpendicular to it.

jformer
sk

= clformer
sk

· v sk j latter
sk

= cl latter
sk

· v sk . (16)
20

A time series of the emission fluxes at different distances from the crater results from
integrating the flux densities perpendicular to the linear approximated trajectory (near-
horizontal line in Fig. 3) separately for the two false color images (former and latter).

1This strategy aims to obtain a reliable spacing in time for the next step (the distances of the
black lines in Fig. 3 indicate the spacing). The chosen value of 2 ms−1 has no influence in the
final result.
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E former
k =

∫
Ck

< n̂ · jformer
sk

> ·dsk E latter
k =

∫
Ck

< n̂ · j latter
sk

> ·dsk . (17)

n̂ is a normalised vector with direction of the direction of the propagation of the plume
and dsk is a small part of the cross-section (Ck) which is perpendicular to n̂ and has
the distance to the crater dk . The location of the crater is the beginning of the linear5

track (black straight line in Fig. 3). The corresponding time tk is obtained from the dis-
tance dk and the averaged wind speed |v ret| between the center of the source (crater),
the estimated location of the crater and the beginning of the linear trajectory, and the
averaged wind speed |v ret|.

tk =
dk

|v̄ ret|
. (18)10

The two slightly different time series are compared in Fig. 4. One uses the column
density from the first frame measured and the second uses the second which is needed
for the wind-field calculation. For testing the calculated wind-fields, the time series are
cross-correlated (Fig. 5) and the resulting time shift (tshift) should match the time differ-
ence between the measurements (tframes), as it is shown in Fig. 5. If these times are15

not equal, a scaling factor for the wind speeds is calculated and used for the calculation
of the a priori information (v a) in the final (third) retrieval.

v a =
tshift

tframes
· v ret. (19)

There are different possibilities in calculating the time series of the emission fluxes,
either by assuming a constant wind speed which leads to a constant spacing of the20

cross-sections (the black lines in Fig. 3 perpendicular to the propagation), or to use the
individual wind speeds projected to the main wind direction with variable spacings of
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the cross-sections. There is a trade-off between an individually adopted flux calculation
and an algorithm applying for various measurements, thus we try to keep the calcula-
tion of the flux-time series simple. It should be mentioned that cross-sections and main
plume propagation does not have to be approximated by straight lines, as it is done
in this work. A variable spacing is in favour of a correct emission flux and could lead5

to a much higher correlation. However, if the retrieved spacing is wrong the result of
the cross-correlation will also be wrong. An effort to improve the correlation by a more
sophisticated flux calculation might only be realized with an iterative approach.

The following problem might arise and has to be solved before a cross-correlation is
calculated: the two time series in Fig. 4 should not show a correlation at the borders10

because in the prior image some of the SO2 near the body of the volcano has not
yet been emitted and in the latter image some of the SO2-plume has already left the
image. However, for geometrical and others important reasons (dispersion, cooling
and chemical transformations, etc.) there is a modification of the emission fluxes which
depends on where in the image the emission flux is calculated. This effect is strong15

where the plume touches the borders of the image, so that a part of the SO2 is missing
and the calculated emission flux is under estimated. To avoid this geometrical effect,
only the middle of the plot in Fig. 4 is taken into account. The diminishing effects of
the plume with time or distance from the crater is compensated by fitting a straight line
to each of the emission flux time series and subtracting it afterwards. These corrected20

time series are used as cross-correlation checks as in Fig. 5.
The decreasing of the retrieved SO2 amount and the emission flux with time might

originate from different effects: (a) Cooling of the plume: If the true temperature is cooler
than the temperature assumed in the retrieval, the retrieved column will be smaller than
the true column of SO2. The cooling might also lead to a faster condensation of the25

gas into the liquid phase and decreases additionally the true column of SO2 gas. (b)
Chemical transformation or dispersion might decrease the true (and therefore also the
retrieved) column of SO2. (c) The retrieved wind velocities are constrained and might
slightly overestimate the propagation speed of the SO2 freshly released near the crater
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and underestimate the wind speed at larger distances. Through such a systematic error
the calculated emission flux would decrease with time.

4.2 Averaging kernel and resolution

The information obtained from the analysis depends on the trace gas and if the velocity
is somehow perpendicular to the line-of-sight. Therefore, the conditions can be more5

or less favourable for the wind field retrieval. The averaging kernel (AK), also called the
data resolution matrix, is a useful diagnostic tool to track the origin of the information in
a constrained retrieval. It can also be used to quantify the information in the retrieval.

AKi j
kl =

∂V reti j

∂V true
kl

=︸︷︷︸
retrieval based on OET/Tihkonov...

(KTS−1
e K+R)−1KTS−1

e K. (20)

(i j ) and (kl ) are indices with values from 1 to (3×n×m) . The AK does not have10

a block-matrix form, but here just the 3 blocks concerning the x and y-components of
the velocities and the source strength of the pixels are considered separately. Further,
we limit our discussion to the diagonal of the AK so that we might address the diagonal
elements of the averaging kernel of the pixel i ,j as AKi j

x ,AKi j
y and AKi j

src in an intuitive
way.15

The diagonal of the AK reflects the sensitivity of the retrieval (Funke et al., 2009).
The sum of the diagonal, trace(AK), is the degree of freedom (DOF) of the signal
(Rodgers, 2000) and its value shows how many independent quantities are retrieved.
DOF, calculated separately for the blocks of the x, y-components of the velocity and the
source strength, show that the information is not dispersed homogeneously over the20

three blocks. The DOFx, DOFy and DOFsrc are independent quantities and have the
values 68.6, 92.7, and 11.7, respectively. Different values are expected for the sources
as they have a different character and are differently constrained. However, a difference
between the DOF regarding to the v x and v y components is of outermost importance.
It might explain why the retrieval works well for the calculation of the wind direction,25
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although in some observed cases there are difficulties for the proper determination of
the wind speeds.

The forward model K consists mainly of the gradient of the column densities and
especially in the case of a continuous emission, this gradient is strong perpendicular to
the propagation and small or even not significant in its direction. In the example shown5

in Fig. 3, the main direction of propagation is in the direction of x and explains the
imbalance in the calculated DOFs for the Vx and Vy components.

In general, even if the main propagation direction does not coincide with one of
the axes, it might be possible to rotate the image by a unitary transformation and to
calculate two blocks of the averaging kernels, AKer

as the parallel and AKeφ
the per-10

pendicular wind component, respectively, to the main direction in which the plume is
propagating. With this in mind, the discussion of the presented example can transferred
to all other cases. AKeφ

(here AKy ) depends more or less on the amount of gas in the
image, because the gradient at the edge of the plume and the matrix Ky scales with
it. AKer

, here AKx in Fig. 6a), depends however on the structures in the emission flux15

(the modulation of the gas plume). The information in the retrieval concerning AKer
is slightly smaller if the gas is emitted continuously and there is only a small gradient
of column density in the direction of the plume. The cross-correlation described in the
Sect. 4.1 is useful in such cases since a reliable mean velocity can be calculated and
used as a priori in the subsequent retrieval.20

The averaging kernel regarding the source strength retrieval is different. In the free
atmosphere this term might just help to improve the fit as no sources are expected for
SO2. However, where the plume leaves the image a strong sink should be retrieved.
The diagonal of the averaging kernel regarding the sources is shown in Fig. 6c and
reflects that the retrieval is sensitive in the pixel where the S−1

e allows to take information25

from the images and for which the sources are not constrained by the regularisation R.
Both conditions are met where the plume leaves the image.

The used regularisation regarding the strength of the sources in each pixel is visu-
alized as the corresponding part of the diagonal of the matrix R in Fig. 7a. This figure
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illustrates how the information about the body of the volcano, taken from the same
frame of spectra, is used in the inversion.

4.3 The dispersion of source strength

The retrieved dispersion of source strength in Fig. 7b is part of the retrieved vector. In
Fig. 7b the source dispersion shows an maximum above the crater and a strong sink,5

where the plume leaves the image. The averaging kernel diagonal, Fig. 6c, shows
sensitivity of the retrieval in this pixel where the sink is retrieved. The maximum of
the source strength above the crater is in a region where the sources are constraint
by a smoothing constraint and therefore smoothed out. The location of the source is
the beginning of the plume and consistent with the implemented forward model. The10

constraint suppresses solutions where the direction of propagation changes strongly.
Therefore the retrieved solution does not show that the SO2 leaves the crater, but finds
that a source above the crater is releasing SO2. The retrieved sources along the plume
decrease, which might reflects that the velocity of the SO2 molecules along the plume
increases, what means that near the crater the true velocity is overestimated and near15

the right border it is underestimated. This might result from the regularisation of the
velocity towards a mean velocity.

4.4 Errors of the emission flux

Analogously to atmospheric profile retrievals and according to Rodgers (2000), three
different kind of errors should be discussed: (a) the forward-model errors (b) the20

measurement-noise error (random error) and (c) the smoothing error which mainly
describes the effect of the constraint.

4.4.1 Forward-model error

The error in the emission flux can either originate from the column retrieval of the
target gas or from the determination of the velocity and size of the plume. The errors25
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affecting the column retrievals are in the radiometric calibration and the uncertainty in
the estimation of the plume temperature. Both are already discussed in detail in Part 1,
where the resulting error in the column densities were estimated to be around 20 %.

Important to consider here is a geometrical error, which arises from the uncer-
tainty in the distance between the observation site and the plume. The error (δr =5

resitmated − rtrue) in the estimation of the distance r affects the estimation of the amount
of a gas cloud by (δr/r)2 (see Part 1). Equally, the movement of the gas cloud can be
erroneously calculated if the estimated difference r is wrong. In fact, only the velocity
of the viewing angle dφ

dt can be obtained from measurement (Fig. 5) and has to be
multiplied by an estimated distance r .10

The apparent velocity results to be different from the true plume velocity and the dif-
ference is given by dφ

dt ·δr . The uncertainty of the emission flux thus depends quadrat-

ically (δr/r)2 on the uncertainty in the instrument-plume distance r . A 10 % overes-
timation of r (δr ≈ +1km) results in an overestimation of the emission flux of around
21 %.15

4.4.2 Measurement-noise error

Here both the input vector dcl but also the K-matrix, which contains the gradient of
the measured cl, are affected by the measurement noise (the random errors in the
retrieved columns). Also the random errors of the columns and their difference (latter-
former) in the individual pixels are not completely independent in each image. There-20

fore, no easy estimation of the measurement noise matrix is possible. There is a dif-
ference if the error of the averaged velocity or the error of the retrieved velocity of one
of the pixels is considered. The error of the average velocity is normally smaller than
that of the velocity in a single pixel. In this work, no measurement error can be calcu-
lated, but if a continuous monitoring program would be implemented, more insight of25

how the time series are changing and to which part the solution varies randomly from
measurement to measurement would be obtained.
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4.4.3 Smoothing error

As an averaging kernel AK is calculated in Sect. 4.2, a “general” smoothing error SM
could be calculated,

SM = (AK−1)TSa(AK−1) (21)

if (i) the a priori covariance of the wind field and source distribution Sa would be known5

and (ii) the averaging kernel would be constant. However, no Sa is known and the AK is
variable so that the discussion is limited to qualitative aspects and how the smoothing
error affects the retrieved wind direction and speed, Eq. (22).

εSM = (AK−1)(Vtrue −Va) (22)

It is clear that the wind field in the Fig. 8a, b is constrained and that a true velocity10

field would show a change in the direction with altitude above the crater. The effect
of a constrained wind field is visible in Fig. 4, as the wind speed near the crater is
overestimated while near the border seems to be underestimated. Such a solution
results in less gas near the crater and more gas near the borders, if this residual would
not be compensated by the field of sources like shown in Fig. 7b.15

The smoothing errors on the emission-flux times series calculation could be calcu-
lated using Eqs. (22), (16) and (17), if the Vtrue could be estimated.

5 Results and discussion

5.1 Velocity retrieval from different trace gases: SiF4 versus SO2

A wind field retrieval has already been shown in Fig. 3 from SO2 columns measured20

during passive degassing periods of the volcano. When another gas can be detected,
like SiF4 during an eruptive event on 18 November 2008 (see Part 1), an independent
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wind field retrieval can be performed and compared, like is shown in Fig. 8a and b. The
retrieved wind speeds perpendicular to the line-of-sight from SiF4 and SO2 were found
to be 0.8 ms−1 and 0.7 ms−1, respectively.

As the SiF4-column retrievals have large random errors the velocity retrieval is rather
strong constrained and only the average velocity was determined. However, the form5

of the SiF4-plume and the propagation determined is confirmed using the SO2-plume
as tracer, indicating that the volcanic gases first rise and then drift to the East (left from
the image). The horizontal velocity is rather small, and the initial ascent of the gas is
visible. Unfortunately, the wind-direction close to the source is not perpendicular since
the velocities are strongly constrained towards a mean average velocity.10

5.2 SO2 emission flux

The estimated emission flux in the night of 1 to 2 December 2008 (22:43 LT), shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, is found to be around 1000 td−1 (with a maximal value of 1200 td−1). The
result of this “snapshot” is a typical value for the Popocatépetl and only slightly smaller
than the average emission rates found in the literature. SO2 emission of Popocatépetl15

has been estimated for different times and periods. An average emission rate of 2000–
3000 td−1 is reported by Delgado-Granados et al. (2001) for the pre-eruptive phase and
an average with standard deviation of (2450±1390) t of daily SO2 emission was found
by Grutter et al. (2008a) during an intensive measurement campaign in March of 2006.
The average of the daily SO2 emission during a two year period (2005–2007) was20

calculated by the NOVAC-project and found to be 1503 td−1 with a standard deviation
of 1154 td−1 (Rivera, 2009).

The reconstructed wind velocity can be compared with the velocity measured by the
radiosondes which ascent at 06:00 a.m. LT near the airport. The radiosonde reports
a wind speed of 2.1 ms−1 and a wind direction of 69◦ N in the altitude 5450 m.a.s.l. As25

Altzomoni is located at 343◦ to the North of the crater, an exact perpendicular wind
direction would be 73◦ which is almost given by the radiosonde measurements. This
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is a necessary condition to compare wind speeds directly, otherwise the wind velocity
has to be projected to the perpendicular plane. The mean wind speeds retrieved with
this experiment (2.0 ms−1) is consistent with the radiosonde measurement.

6 Conclusions

This work presents a method for estimating the propagation of a volcanic plume from5

measured thermal IR gas columns by constructing a 2 dimensional wind field. The
reconstruction is based on the equation of continuity and uses a pair of sequential 2-D
distributions of the column densities. The column densities are provided by a scanning
infrared gas imaging spectrometer, as described in Part 1, but the algorithm can be
applied to other imaging devices as well. The wind vectors can be displayed on-line10

over the gas-distribution sequences as an animation (see Supplement), and the overall
propagation velocity serves to calculate emission gas fluxes from the volcano.

The reconstruction method uses optimal estimation and a Tihkonov-like regularisa-
tion, allowing for the definition, calculation and the use of averaging kernels in analogy
to atmospheric profile retrievals. The algorithm has been tested on volcanic plumes15

measured on several occasions during the 2007–2009 period from Popocatépetl in
Central Mexico. Plume propagation velocities retrieved independently from SiF4 and
SO2 were presented in one example and found to be self consistent.

It is shown that at favorable conditions, the average velocity from SO2 column den-
sities could be retrieved with this algorithm and confirmed by an independent cross-20

correlation method and from radiosonde data. In one example the calculated SO2 emis-
sion flux of 1000 td−1 is a reliable result and consistent with the current knowledge of
Popocatépetl’s emission fluxes and variability. This methodology complements other
techniques like the mobile and scanning DOAS instruments, but adds on the possibility
of monitoring also during the night and with an entirely different approach. A longer time25

series would be desired in order to allow for cross-validation of the calculated emission
fluxes and compare with other methods.
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a) b)

Fig. 1. A sequence of two consecutive column SO2 images taken 3 min apart by thermal
emission spectroscopy on 17 March 2006. The dash lines depict the origins of two puffs within
the plume detected in frame (a) which has moved to the solid lines in frame (b). The average
wind vectors (arrows) are sought.
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Fig. 2. False-color plot showing the difference of (a) the observed column distribution between
two consecutive frames, representing the measured input vector for the reconstruction of the
wind-field. (b) is the same as (a) but calculated using the forward model K and the solution
vector V, consisting of the retrieved vector field and the retrieved source filed. The residual (c)
is the difference between the plots above (observed – retrieved) and is almost zero at the plume
position as the algorithm weights the fit with S−1

e .
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Fig. 3. Plume propagation vectors obtained from two sequential gas column images. SO2
columns are retrieved from measured IR spectra asuming a temperature of 269 K at
5500 m a.s.l. obtained from a radiosonde at 06:00 a.m. The wind-field is retrieved from this
and the following frame, solving the equation of continuity. The solid lines represent a linear
aproximation for the trayectory and the cross-sections perpendicular to it. The corss-sections
are separated by one minute intervals and the velocity of the propagating plume is projected to
the drawn trajectory.
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Fig. 4. Calculated SO2 emission (tonsday−1) at different distances from the crater represented
by the cross-sections drawn in Fig. 3 and using the reconstructed wind-field. The distance is
shown as the time of its propagation after the starting point of the linear trajectory (Fig. 3). The
solid trace shows the flux calulated using the first image of SO2-columns and the dashed line
is the flux at the same time, but based on the next SO2-image. The reconstruction of the wind-
field is done using a constraint which limits its spatial resolution. Especially near the crater, the
dispersion of the SO2 plume is not very well represented by the retrieved wind-field and the SO2
emission/flux is underestimated (more or less below 6 min). A similar effect occurs at the other
end of the image. In the center of the plume, where the linear trajectory is well represented,
both SO2-flux estimations are consistent and oscillate around 1000 tonsday−1 in this case.
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Fig. 5. The cross-correlation of the flux time-series in Fig. 4 shows a maximum corresponding
to the delay between both frames. If the wind field is well retrieved, the delay obtained from this
cross-correlation (diamond at the maximum after 2.08 min) should coincide with the known time
delay between both measured frames (vertical line at 2.07 min). Normally, a small difference
could always be expected since the wind-field result is smoothed and it is assumed that the
plume does not change its direction of propagation, but larger discrepancies in the delays
would mean that the wind-fields have not been properly retrieved.
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Fig. 6. Diagonal of the averaging kernel of the (a) x-(AKx) and (b) y-wind velocity components
(AKy ), as well as of (c) the sources (AKsrc). As the main wind direction is along the x-axis,
AKx represents the sensitivity to a deviation from the wind speed (|v | − |v a|). This sensitivity
regarding the wind-speed is also called AKr in the text. As the main wind direction is along the
x-axis, AKy represents the sensitivity to a deviation from the wind direction (dv y = |v a|dφ). This
sensitivity regarding the wind-direction is also called AKφ in the text. The sensitivity to sources

depends on the constraint (R) and the weighting of the measurements (S−1
e ).
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a

b

Fig. 7. (a) Diagonal of the regulation matrix concerning the strength of the sources. The units
are arbitrary, they have to be compared with the constraint (R) concerning the wind compo-
nents and with the weighting of the measurement (S−1

e ) (b). Retrieved sources are also part of
the solution vector. As the wind-field is constrained, this additional fit-parameter improves the
result significantly. The clean atmosphere is constrained with a smoothing constraint, while the
pixels of the borders and the the volcanic body are constrained with an optimal-estimation-like
regularization (R-matrix is diagonal). In this example, 11.7 independent pieces of information
are included in the vector which has 714 elements to describe the sources. The retrieval finds
the strongest sources above the crater.
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a

SiF4

SO2

b

Fig. 8. Wind fields reconstructed from consecutive measurements of (a) SiF4 and (b) SO2.
Even when the retrieved SiF4 columns have rather large random errors and low precision, an
average velocity can be obtained independently from the SO2 plume retrieval. The retrieved
wind speeds perpendicular to the line-of-sight from SiF4 and SO2 were found to be 0.8 ms−1

and 0.7 ms−1, respectively.
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